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1 0 buildinys 
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0 0 structllses 

0 0 objects 
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Name of related multiple property listing Number o f  Contributing resources previously listed 
(Enter "NiA" if property 1s not part o f  a muitiple proptrty listing.) in the National Register 

'She Arkansas Designs of E. Fay Jones, Architect 

6. Function o r  Use 

Historic Functions 
(Enter categories From insrruaions) 

Current Functions 
[Enter categories from instructions) 

DOMESTlCJSingle Dwelling DOMESTIC/Single Divelling 

Architectural Classification 
[Enter megorits fmm insiruct~ons:~ 

Materials 
(Enter cgtegorics from insuuclions) 

Modem Movement foundation STONE 
walls i W 0 D  

roof WOOD 

other 

Narrative Description 
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8. Statement of Significance 

' 3plicable National Register Criteria k v e b  of Significance (local. statc. national) 
rk "s" in one ~r more boxcs kr the crileria quarifying the ptopeny 

Q A Propeay is associated with evcnrs that have made 
a significant contribution to the broad paawns of Areas or Sipni ficance (Enter categories fmm insuuctio~~s) 

our history. ARCHITECTURE 

ZJ B Propem is  associated with the lives of persons 
significant in our past. 

X C: Property embodies the distinctive characteristics 
of a rype, period, or method of construction or 
represents the work ofa master, or possesses 
h i ~ h  anistic values, or represents a significant and 
distinguishable entity whose components lack Period of Significance 
individual distinction. t 965 

D Property has yielded. or is likely to yield, 
information important in prehistory or history. 
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[ M a k  "x" in all thc boxes that apply ) 1965 

Property is: 
"I A owned by a religious institution or used for 
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R removed fiom its original location. Y I  A 

C. birthplace or grave of a historical figure of outstanding 
importance. Cultural A filis tion (Complete if Criterion D is marked) 

x> a cemetery. NfA 

E a reconsmcted building, abject, or structure. 

a E a commemorarive property 
ArchitectrsuiIder 

X G less than 50 years of age or achieved significance Jones, 2. Fay, Architect 
within the past 50 years. 

Narrative Statement of Significance 
(Expla~n thc sipni ticmce of rhr pmpeny an one or more continuation sheeu.) 
See continuation sheet 
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- 9. Major Bibtiographical References 

f liography 
-Elre the books. articles, and ather sources used in preparing tllis form on one or more continuation sheets.) 
See con tinuation sheet 

Previous documentation on file (NPS): 
preliminary determination of individual listing (36 
CFR 67) has been requested 

[7 previously listed in the National Register 
Previously determined eligible by the National 
Register 

designated a National Historic Landmark 
recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey 

C: 

recorded by Historic American Engineering 
Record # 

Primary location of additional data: 
X State Historic Preservation Office 

Other Stale Agency 
Federal Agency 
Local Government 

X University 
X Other 
Name of repository: 
Maurice Jennings & David McKee Architects: the University of 
Arkansas at Fayetteville Library Special CoIlections 

10. Geographical Data 

Acreage of Property 1.29 acres 

U T M  References 
[Place additional UTM references on a cantinuation sheet.) 

1 15 580560 3928650 
Zone Fasting Nonhing 

i' 
Zone Eating Nonhin~ 

See continualion sheet 

Verbal Boundary Description 
(Describe the boundaries o f  the proper@ on a conlin~~ation sheet.) 
Parts of Lots Ninety-two (92) and Ninety-three (93) of Estates Addition to Eden Isle Subdivision, more particularly described as 
fol tows: All of Lot Kinety-two (92$, except. starting at a point which is the NE comer of comer d Lot 92, thence in a 
Southwesterly direction along the Eastern boundary of Lot 92 for a distance of 50.0 feel, thence in a Northwesterly direction for a 
distance of 99.0 feer to a point on the Northern boundary of Lot 92; thence in an Easterly direction along the Northern boundary of 
Lot 92 for a distance of 124.9 feet ro the point o f  beginning and containing 0.0536 acres, more or less. 

Also, a portion of Lot Ninety-three (93), described as follows. starting at a point which is the SW comer of Lot 93; thence in a 
Northerly direction along the Western boundary of Lot 93 for a distance of 50.0 feet, thence in a Southeasterly direction of 13 1.8 
feet to the point on the Southern boundarl, of Lat 93; thence hi a Westerly direction along the Southern boundary of Lot 93, for a 
distance of  123.0 feet to the point of beginning and containing 0.0754 acres, more or less. 

SUBJECT TO all rights-of-way, convenants and restrictions, easements and all other resewations of record. 

Boundary Justification 
(Explain why Zhc boundaries were selecred on a conlinuation sheet.) 
This property includes all of the contributing resources which have been historically associated with this resource 

I I .  Form Prepared By 
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name/title Helen A. BarrylConsultant -rewritten by Fnnk LatimerEducation-Outreach Coordinator 
i mization Arkansas Historic Preservation Program date 16 September 2002 - 

street & number 1500 Tower Bidg., 323 Center St. telephone 50 1-324-9880 

city or town LittIe Rock state AR zip code 7220 1 
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SUMMARY 

The Fay Jones-designed Shaheen-Goodfello~v Weekend Conage, usually known as "Stoneflower," was consrrucred in 1965 in the 
resort community of Eden Isle, Arkansas. While incorporating many characteristic Jones features, Stoneflower was a miIestone in 
rhe architect's work. The definite vertical emphasis of Stoneflower's design. along with dramatic contrast between an airy. 
wooden upper stnrcmre and a cave-like stone base. created a house strikingly difierent in appearance from Jones' previous 
designs. .4 mjl, narrow, ?-level, gable-roofed building with widely overhanging eaves, Stoneflower also foreshadowed Jones' 
design for the acclaimed Thorncrown Chapel. 

ELABORATION 

k i g n e d  by Fay Jones for two young landxape architects, bachelor Bob Shaheen md Curt Good fellow, his wife and children, 
Stoneflower was a modest commission with a not-very-generous budget of $25,000. Within that budget, Jones was asked by his 
clients to design a house that would embrace the view of nearby Greers Ferry Lake; serve as a repent from the city; provide a 
room for indoor planting (but not a typical greenhouse); keep space simple, open, and flexible; and visually eliminate all 

,* lufactured items - "anything that looked like i k  was bought and stuck on."' The result was a highly creative organic design that 
, acted national attention. In June 1966. Cik magazine said of Stoneflower, 

On one level it is an airy tree house, high above the ground, with a deck that suays a little as if the wind 
were moving it.  On another level it is a cool cave, snug inside rock walls with even a hot-and-cald 
running waterfall. Overall, it is an all-purpose escapist home. sitting on a bluff in the foothills of the 
Ozarks.' 

In Stoneflower, two themes first explored by Jones in his own home (and expanded upon in many subsequent designs) came 
clearly into focus. First, there were the lower level's "nanrralistic and rustically defined stone spaces set with water and plants."J 
In contrast came the "upper structure filled with the shadows of a space-defining lattice of rvood stnr[s.'* These dueling themes, 
described by Robert Ivy as "two of Jones' shelter prototypes - caves and treehouses," are the essence of Stoneflower's design.' 

Anchored by a foundat ion of boulders from the building site. Stoneflower i s  rectangular in f m ,  its wod-frame upper structure 
sheathed in natural board-and-batten siding. The house is twelve feet wide, thiw feet Iw& and twenty-four feet high (exactly 
one-half the dimensions o f  twenty-four by sixty by forty-eight feel that Jones would use at Thorncrown Chapell A wooden deck. 
also thirty feet in length, prqjecrs from the lake end o f  the home's upper level, extending living space into the trees and toward the 
water. 

Light fitls the upper level of Stoneflower - the main living space with a sleeping loR - through large windows that fill most of the 
two gable ends of the house. At the lake end. the window is open to the view. but at the opposite end - which faces a golf course 
- the window is protected by wooden battens which continue  he vertical rhyhm of the home's board-and-batten siding. In 
anticipation of future next-door neigtlbws, the long sidewalls of the house were designed without windows except for clerestories. 

1 rrotto and Geometq," Pro.qse.~sive Architecture, May 1965, p. 144. 
- 'Escape House High and Law," LiJe. no. 50,24 June 1996. p. 108. 
' "Euine Fay Jones Architect." Friends of Kebyw 7, AprillMaylJune 1989, p. 19. 
' Ibid., 19. 
' Robert Adarns Ivy, Jr.. The Archirecrrire of E. Fo?, Jones. FAIA (Washinpton. D.C.: The American Institute of Architects Press. 
1992), 1 19. 
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The upper revel is one large space, its ceiling rising to the roofline. On this level are the living and dining areas and the kitchen. 
which i s  tucked under a sleeping lofi that "floats" near the center ofthe open space. To stabilize the high, long walls of the house. 
Jones used overhead cross-bracing that forms an intricate web-like pattern the lengh of the upper level (a structural element that 
he would employ again. to even better effect. at Thorncro.rvn Chapel). Throughout this level are Jones-designed furnishings and 
fixtures: built in sofas and a dramatic hanging light fixrure. to name just two. 

In dramatic contrast to the airy, light-filled upper structure, the lower level of Stoneflower is cave-like. In the \vords of Life 
magazine, "To walk down the mossy steps into Stoneflower is to enter a primeval world. Inside the rocky cavern, water trickles 
over a boulder into a small streatn that disappears underground. Ivies slither up walls and ferns poke out o f   corner^."^ 

Here, Jones was able to address his clients' wish for a place for plants. By making the upper, wooden structure narrower than the 
stonewalled base and filling the gaps with fiberglass panels, he created skylights rhat admit sufficient light for a lower-level garden 
mom. With exterior doors st either end. the garden room also serves as Stoneflower's entry: a spiral staircase leads to the upper 
level. Just off the garden room, and separated from it only by sight lines, is the home's bath or "bathing grotto," where a man- 
made waterfall serves as a shower. 

- .rnishings and fixtures on the lower level continue the grotto theme: "A bowed fireplace lights one corner of the man-made cave: 
n small foundation circulates water through a small interior pool. Rmk ledges for seating. boulders for coffse tables, and a 
tlagslone floor combine ro form a Jungian dreamscape."' 

Outside. the wooden deck not only provides additional living space but also a means o f  cooking - one rhat was Jonesdesiged 
and rhoroughly inte2rated into the oberall scheme. A little mare than halfway down the deck, away from the house, are mo 
"tlarnbeaux," or open metal containers with gas-fired jets for cooking and I ight. one on either side. They connect the deck with 
the steel bracing that anchors it to the %round below. 

The Stoneflower property also contains a small outdoor pool, surrounded by flagstone pavers. 

" "Escape House High and Low," 1 I?.  
Ivy, The Archirecrlrre oJE. FqJones ,  FAI.4, I 19. 
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Summary 

The Shahem-Goodfello~~ weekend conage, usually known as Stoneflower, is being nominated under criterion C with local 
significance as part of the multiple property submission The Arkansas Desi,ms of E. Fay Jones, Architect. The two-story house 
was built in 1965. and was the inspiration for Thorncrown Chapel in Eureka Springs built fifteen years later. The house is 
architecturaIIy significant as the first representation of what would become known as the "Jones style" and the genesis of his Iater 
designs. 

This sanrcture marks the first time Jones used numerous architectural elements and techniques that would become trademarks of 
his designs. They include: 

I .  The paired support beams. 
2. The steeply pitched, peaked roof. 
3 .  The use of intersecting, steeply angled support beams for the ceiling using 2" x 4" lumber. 

(' 4. The use of large @ass windows as walk. 
,. 5 .  The incorporation of natural stone for a Iower level and wooden framed upper level. 

6. The use of dramatic, overhanging gables. 
7. The use of a convection cooling system KO circulate air throughout the house. 
8. The use of overhanging windows to allow light into the lower level of the hause. 
9. The vertical rather than horizontal emphasis of thc design. 

Elaboration 

Shaheen and Goodfellow were familiar with Jones' work as they had done landscape design projects for the house Jones designed 
for Governor Orval Faubus in Huntsville. The two landscape designers acquired the lot for the house through trading some of 
their landscape design services working on the roadway and golf course at Eden Isle. The lot for the house is near the golf course, 
and Jones took this into account when he designed the windows of the rear, or southern elevation, which are slatted and screened 
ta avoid damage from slice drives. 

The cross bracing which Jones employed to stabilize the structure laterally i s  one of the most important aspects of Jones' design 
techniques which he has continued to utilize in other work such as Thorncrown Chapel and Pinecore Pavilion. The remote 
Iocatioo, deceptive simplicity, and small scale of the house have caused it to be overlooked as compared to some of Jones' other 
commissions. However, as Jones' work ages and perspective is gained on the body of his work, Stoneflower certainly is one of his 
most significmt designs as it is a microcosm that perfectly exemplifies the characteristics that he has expanded upon and 
reinterpreted throughout his career. 

Stoneflower was the first Jones design that departed from the traditional "look of a residential structure. Robert Ivy describes this 
new design concept as "startling," and describes Stoneflower as Jones' "most sensual house."' Stoneflower clearly represents a 
new direction in Jones' work and is significant as being the prototype for the later designs that would lead to Jones being 

3gnized as one the nation's leading architects. 
-, 

Jones' previous house designs tended to borrow (as did most o~her architects' efforts at the time) from the work of Frank Lloyd 
Wright. Indeed, Jones studied with Wright for a rime. He was cautioned by the celebrated Wright to avoid duplicating the designs 

hey7 The Archifecture of E. Fcy Jones. FAIA, 119. 
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of others, including himself, and advised Jones to create his own unique style. Examining the evoIution of Jones' work it is clear 
that all of his designs prior to Stoneflower were heavily influenced by Wright. Stoneflower represents a break with his previous 
design direction and stands as an example of an easily recognized Jones design. In other words, everything Jones did prior to 
Stoneflower, such as The Jones Residence (1936) and Pine Knoll (1964) looks like Wright's Fatlingwater, and starting with 
Stoneflower, everything else Iooks like a Jones design, such as The Lu!z Residence (1978).g Even Jones' later homes that he 
designed in the more traditional Prairie Style still include elements first tried in Stoneflower. Note the structure called Private 
Residence (1977) in Little Rock. Although not as dramatic in design as Stoneflower. the building still incorporates the elements 
first used there, like the hish-pitched roofline with angular ceiling supports of wooden beams, the open walk,, and deck extending 
our into space from the main area of the home. The architect himself confirmed that Stoneflower was a departure from his 
previous efforts, and was the first of the designs that would be uniquely his.'' 

Rather than the somewhat squat. flat, horizontal orienmtion of the design elements that was typical in Jones' earlier work, 
Stoneflower soared to new heights, emphasizing the vertical rather than the horizontal. Stoneflower actually takes on a cathedral- 
like appearance, and was the predecessor for Jones' two main themes in architecture, tree houses and caves.]' Jones stated that 

i meflower was where he was able to first undertake a long-time goal. "This house allowed me to realize my dream since a 
I 
,. :nager of building a house combining the 'cave and tree-house' concept. I had always wanted to do one, and this was it."l2 

This was the first time Jones used paired wooden columns and the intersecting, steeply angled support beams for the ceiling. This 
was also the first time Jones utilized the "apen wall" concept of glass windows filling the spaces between the support piers rather 
than solid walls on the front and rear elevations. This structure also represents Jones' first use of dramatic, overhanging wooden 
gables. All of these elements would be later used on Jones' most ceIebrated design, Thorncrown Chapel." 

Stoneflower was, in fact, the prototype for Thorncrown, and all other Jones-designed chapels as well. The same design elements 
that make Thorncrown so spectacular were first used and pedected in Stoneflower. Indeed, Stoneflower is exactly '/z scale to 
Thorncrown. Or more correctly, Thorncrown is scaled to 2:l from Stoneflower." It is  not possible to celebrate Thorncrown 
without paying homage to Stoneflower's earlier use of the same techniques in design. 

When James Reed, the owner of the property where Thorncrown is built. first approached Jones with his idea of a chapel. all he 
offered in suggestion for design was that the structure should cooperate with the natural beauty of the area, and it should enhance 
the spirituality of the place. The Thorncrown project required modest size, humble materials, and simple plans." These were, in 
fact, the same requirements for Stoneflower. Jones did not have to look far for the inspiration for Thorncrown. All he had to do 
was revisit Stonefl ower. 

Jones recounted how visitors to the Stoneflower building site during the early stages of consrmclion had approached him. The 
curious observers asked if they were building a church. Jones agreed that it did look like a chapel, and made a mental note to 

'<. Rattenbury. "Continuing the Wright Way,'' Building Design [June 1 993): 2. 
i 

--- 3. Fay Jones. interview by Frank Latimer, telephone. Little Rock, AR, 22 August 2002. 
I lvey. The Architecture o j  E. Fay Jones, FAIA, 1 1 9. 
I' E. Fay Jones interview, 22 August 2002. 
I' Ivey, The .4rchiseclure of E. Fay Jones, FAIA, 1 20. 

Ibid., 120. 
'' C.A. Gandes, "Wayfarer's Chapel by Fay Jones," Archifeclurul Record 169, no. 3 (1 98 1): 80-87 
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revisit this design should he ever be approached with a request for an ecclesiartica! project. Some 15 years later that very 
opportunity presented itself and Jones used Stoneflower as the basis for this, and orher. chapel designs.'" 

According to Ivy, Stoneflower is also significant because here Jones perfected his sysrem of convection cooline where air is 
drawn in through the lower portion of the structure, where the air is always cool, and forced up through the house and out through 
vents: in the roof.'' Stoneflower is also noteworthy in that it is the smallest residence Jones designed, having been hilt on nn 
extremely tight budget it is a marvel 06 design intended to make the most of limited space. 

The echoes of Stoneflower can be seen in other, later Jones home designs as wcll. A residence that Jones designed and built in 
Evergreen, Colorado, uses the same 45-degree intersecting wooden beams to form the ceiling support that was first seen in 
Stoneflower.'' Not only was Stoneflower the prototype for Jones' later chapel designs, but as mentioned previously it was aIso the 
trial product for many of his later home designs. too. 

Another experimental design goal first seen in Stoneflower that later reappears in Thorncro~vn i s  Jones' attempt to make a 
; ~tively small building appear larger ~hough the use of high ceilings. open interior spaces. and glass walls. Although 
I 

-...omcrown is small. it looks and feels larger." This manipulation of perceived space in Thorncrown and other later designs was 
developed in the Stonefl ower design. 

In, Chrdrch Burldm, Edwin Heathcote and I. Spens noted this evolution in Jones' work from the design eIernenrs developed in the 
architect's early residential pmjects to the later religious m c t ~ r r s .  They described this continuarion of themes from early homes, 
such as Stoneflower. by saying "The religious projects evolved from the vocabulary of the 'woodland houses.'-''@ Jones confirmed 
that Stoneflower was the first of what would become known as the "woodland houses,"' structures built using natural materials and 
designed to blend in with the surrounding environment.?' 

The inspiration for Jones' design d Stoneflower was simple necessity. The property owners were trying to build the home under 
a very tight budget. They wanred samething unique, but money was in short supply. So, they began gathering building materials 
when they could get a good deal on them, even though the) did not yet have blueprints, or even a designer For the project. When 
Jones first visited the site. he did not have a specific design in mind. M e n  he arrived, be found a pile of stone the men had 
gathered and a large number of 2x4s of considerable length (16'). W l a t  are going to do with a11 of those 2X4s?" he asked the 
two owners. They told him they hoped he could use them for the house they wanted to build. He knew that there were far more 
boards than needed for a traditional framing job. So he had to be creative and devise a way to use all of the lumber provided him. 
U%al he finally came up with was the idea for the intersecting beams supporting the ceiling. T h i s  was a radical new kok in home 
design, and it a'll'owed him to utilize the great quantity of lumber." 

16 

." Em Fay Jones interview, 22 August 2002. 
'wv, The Rrchifecrure of E. F q  Joner, FAfA,  12 0. 

I 

I. Lyon, American Confemporury Houses (Telleri. Paris. 1998). 38. 
' Sylvia Hart Wright. Sourcebook of Conremporuq' ~Vorrh Altierican Archirecture: From Postwar ro Posrn1hn (New Yo&: Van 

Nostrand Reinhold. 1989),63. 
'"dwin Heathcote and I. Spens, Church Birilriers (Great Britain: Academy Editions, 1997). 177. 
'' E. Fay Jones intesview, 22 August 2002. 
'= [bid., 22 August 2002. 
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With the combination of warching every penny, and using the building materials the owners had already procured for the project, 
Jones created a design to fit the existing needs of the clients. He didnVt start out to make something revolutionary, but the design 
was innovative to meet the material needs of the owners." 

'3 Fbid.. 22 August 2002. 
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